
FWG-02501 (SP) Year Title (short description of image) Mill (county, location, mill name) Notes/comments
BALTICWI_01_01.jpg Sep-83 Preserved post(?) mill with sails Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_02.jpg Aug-83 Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_03.jpg Aug-83 Unidentified wooden shack-like buildings Baltic region   
BALTICWI_01_04.jpg Aug-83 Preserved post(?) mill with sails Baltic region Same mill as 01_01

BALTICWI_01_05.jpg Aug-83 Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_06.jpg Aug-83
Interior of windmill(?) showing 
unidentified timberwork Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_07.jpg Aug-83
Interior of windmill(?) showing 
unidentified shafting Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_08.jpg Aug-83 Very small watermill building Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_09.jpg Aug-83
Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails 
and boarded-in substructure Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_10.jpg Aug-83 Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_11.jpg Aug-83
Preserved smock or tower mill with sails 
and tailpole Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_12.jpg Aug-83 Horse mill inside building Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_13.jpg Aug-83
Preserved hollow-post(?) mill on small 
wooden building Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_14.jpg Aug-83
Preserved hollow-post(?) mill on small 
wooden building Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_15.jpg Aug-83
Preserved hollow-post(?) mill on small 
wooden building Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_16.jpg Aug-83
Preserved hollow-post(?) mill on small 
wooden building Baltic region   

BALTICWI_01_17.jpg Aug-83 Unidentified structure Baltic region   
BALTICWI_01_18.jpg Aug-83 hole in ground with pair of pipes Baltic region   



MACHINE_01_01.jpg Jul-80
interior of post mill showing tailwheel, 
windshaft and auxiliary/sackhoist drive Surrey: Lowfield Heath

MACHINE_01_02.jpg Jul-80
interior of post mill showing tailwheel, 
windshaft and auxiliary/sackhoist drive Surrey: Lowfield Heath

MACHINE_01_03.jpg Jul-80 brake- and tailwheels and bedstone Surrey: Lowfield Heath
MACHINE_01_04.jpg Jul-80 brake- and tailwheels and bedstone Surrey: Lowfield Heath

MACHINE_01_05.jpg Jul-80
view of spout floor of post mill showing 
main post and tentering gear Surrey: Lowfield Heath

MACHINE_01_06.jpg Jul-80 brake- and tailwheels and bedstone Surrey: Lowfield Heath
MACHINE_01_07.jpg Jul-80 cider press in museum unknown   

MACHINE_01_08.jpg Jul-80 cider press in museum unknown
note drive to mechanism from a spur 
wheel

MACHINE_01_09.jpg Jul 80-
spur wheel drive to cider press in 
museum unknown

MACHINE_01_10.jpg Jul 80- two men at mill door using winch post mill?   

MACHINE_01_11.jpg Jul 80- Exterior of preserved watermill building Devon: Otterton

MACHINE_01_12.jpg Jul 80- exterior of watermill(?) building on farm unknown

MACHINE_01_13.jpg Jul 80-
spout floor of post mill showing detail of 
structural framing and other timberwork unknown

MACHINE_01_14.jpg Jul 80-
interior of watermill showing turbine and 
associated gearing unknown   

MACHINE_01_15.jpg Jul 80-
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
machine and associated gearing unknown   

MACHINE_01_16.jpg Jul 80- bin floor of watermill showing sack hoist unknown



MACHINE_01_17.jpg Jul 80- bin floor of watermill showing sack hoist unknown

MACHINE_01_18.jpg Jul 80-
exterior of stone and tiled watermill 
building unknown   

MACHINE_01_19.jpg Jul 80-
view of stone floor of watermill showing 
one pair of stones unknown

MACHINE_01_20.jpg Jul 80-
interior of unidentified structure 
(watermill?) showing roof timbers unknown   

MACHINE_02_01.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
gearing unknown   

MACHINE_02_02.jpg May-83
interior of watermill building showing 
wheel unknown   

MACHINE_02_03.jpg May-83
interior of windmill showing iron pulley 
standing in for brakewheel

prob. Sussex, Chailey North 
Common   

MACHINE_02_04.jpg May-83
interior of windmill showing ribbed iron 
windshaft

prob. Sussex, Chailey North 
Common   

MACHINE_02_05.jpg May-83
interior of windmill showing ribbed iron 
windshaft

prob. Sussex, Chailey North 
Common   

MACHINE_02_06.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, great spur wheel and stone nut unknown   

MACHINE_02_07.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower and great spur wheel unknown   

MACHINE_02_08.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing one pair of 
stones unknown   

MACHINE_02_09.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing upright 
shaft, crown wheel and stones unknown   

MACHINE_02_10.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing upright 
shaft, crown wheel and bedstone Devon: Otterton



MACHINE_02_11.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
apparatus unknown   

MACHINE_02_12.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing part of 
wheel unknown   

MACHINE_02_13.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing part of 
wheel unknown   

MACHINE_02_14.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing part of 
wheel unknown

MACHINE_02_15.jpg May-83
interior of watermill showing part of 
wheel unknown   

MACHINE_02_16.jpg Sep-83 horse gin(?)
Durham: Killhope lead mining 
centre

MACHINE_02_17.jpg Sep-83
various standalone waterwheels for 
different purposes, preserved in open air

Durham: Killhope lead mining 
centre

MACHINE_03_01.jpg Dec-85 bed stone, brake wheel & tail wheel Surrey: Lowfield Heath   
MACHINE_03_02.jpg Dec-85 bed stone, brake wheel & tail wheel Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_03.jpg Dec-85
spout floor of post mill showing main 
post and tentering gear Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_04.jpg Dec-85
spout floor of post mill showing governor 
and tentering gear Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_05.jpg Dec-85

spout floor of post mill showing 
underside of bedstone, stone spindle and 
tentering gear Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_06.jpg Dec-85

spout floor of post mill showing 
underside of bedstone, stone spindle and 
tentering gear Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_07.jpg Dec-85 tailwheel, windshaft and auxiliary drive Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_08.jpg Dec-85 tailwheel, windshaft and auxiliary drive Surrey: Lowfield Heath   



MACHINE_03_09.jpg Dec-85

lower part of buck showing sheers, upper 
part of trestle and top of roundhouse 
walls Surrey: Lowfield Heath

MACHINE_03_10.jpg Dec-85 post, quarterbars and sheers Surrey: Lowfield Heath   
MACHINE_03_11.jpg Dec-85 trestle Surrey: Lowfield Heath   

MACHINE_03_12.jpg Dec-85 brakewheel and windshaft
Surrey: Lowfield Heath (rotate 90 
clock)

image needs rotating 90 degree 
anticlockwise

MACHINE_03_13.jpg Dec-85
interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower and upright shaft Sussex: Ifield   

MACHINE_03_14.jpg Dec-85
interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower and upright shaft Sussex: Ifield   

MACHINE_03_15.jpg Dec-85

interior of watermill showing inscription 
on iron penstock: "WEEKS & CO 
MAIDSTONE 1887" unknown

MACHINE_03_16.jpg Dec-85
interior of watermill showing wheel and 
penstock unknown

MACHINE_03_17.jpg Dec-85
interior of watermill showing part of 
wheel and penstock unknown

MACHINE_03_18.jpg circa 1938
after destruction of barn by fire, showing 
lower smock and base of smock mill Sussex: West Blatchington people and period car visible in photo

MACHINE_03_19.jpg Dec-85
interior of watermill(?) showing 
unidentified wooden structure unknown   

MACHINE_03_20.jpg Dec-85

interior of derelict watermill showing 
wooden hursting and part of axle for 
missing wheel unknown   

MATLOCK_01_01.jpg Sep-77 Exterior of preserved watermill building unknown   
MATLOCK_01_02.jpg Sep-77 water-filled opening in ground unknown   
MATLOCK_01_03.jpg Sep-77 waterwheel turning unknown
MATLOCK_01_04.jpg Sep-77 waterwheel turning unknown
MATLOCK_01_05.jpg Sep-77 waterwheel turning unknown



MATLOCK_01_06.jpg Sep-77 group of people with millstones in quarry Derbyshire: Hathersage   
MATLOCK_01_07.jpg Sep-77 tower mill in w/o Notts: North Leverton

MATLOCK_01_08.jpg Sep-77
interior of tower mill showing curb and 
winding gear Derbyshire: Heage

MATLOCK_01_09.jpg Sep-77
interior of tower mill showing brakewheel 
and wallower unknown

MATLOCK_01_10.jpg Sep-77 derelict capless tower mill unknown
MATLOCK_01_11.jpg Sep-77 tower mill in w/o Notts: North Leverton

MATLOCK_01_12.jpg Sep-77
interior of windmill showing windshaft, 
brakewheel and wallower unknown tower mill

MATLOCK_01_13.jpg Sep-77
interior of windmill showing upright shaft, 
great spur wheel and one pair of stones unknown

MATLOCK_01_14.jpg Sep-77
Interior of post mill showing windshaft 
and brakewheel Derbyshire: Dale Abbey   

MATLOCK_01_15.jpg Sep-77
Interior of post mill showing windshaft 
and brakewheel Derbyshire: Dale Abbey

MATLOCK_01_16.jpg Sep-77 Preserved post mill with sails Derbyshire: Dale Abbey
MATLOCK_01_17.jpg Sep-77 bridge over road in Midlands town unknown
MATLOCK_01_18.jpg Sep-77 weir unknown   
MATLOCK_01_19.jpg Sep-77 weir unknown   

MATLOCK_01_20.jpg Sep-77
large industrial building, presumably 
former water-powered mill, with chimney unknown   

NORFLINC_01_01.jpg Sep-80 six-sailed tower mill in w/o Lincs: Sibsey, Trader Mill
NORFLINC_01_02.jpg Sep-80 six-sailed tower mill in w/o Lincs: Sibsey, Trader Mill
NORFLINC_01_03.jpg Sep-80 six-sailed tower mill in w/o Lincs: Sibsey, Trader Mill
NORFLINC_01_04.jpg Sep-80 six-sailed tower mill in w/o Lincs: Sibsey, Trader Mill
NORFLINC_01_05.jpg Sep-80 five-sailed tower mill in w/o Lincs: Alford, Hoyles' Mill

NORFLINC_01_06.jpg Sep-80
derelict red brick building, presumably 
watermill unknown   



NORFLINC_01_07.jpg Sep-80
unidentified thatched building, 
presumably watermill unknown   

NORFLINC_01_08.jpg Sep-80
derelict red brick building, presumably 
watermill unknown   

NORFLINC_01_09.jpg Sep-80
exterior view of watermill building with 
wheel unknown

NORFLINC_01_10.jpg Sep-80
exterior view of watermill building with 
wheel unknown same mill as previous image

NORFLINC_01_11.jpg Sep-80
exterior view of watermill building with 
wheel unknown

NORFLINC_01_12.jpg Sep-80
exterior view of watermill building with 
wheel unknown same mill as previous image

NORFLINC_01_13.jpg Sep-80
interior of windmill showing wooden 
pattern for gearwheel Norfolk: Great Bircham   

NORFLINC_01_14.jpg Sep-80
stock and sweeps on ground, viewed 
from above Norfolk: Great Bircham

NORFLINC_01_15.jpg Sep-80
restored tower mill complete except for 
sails Norfolk: Great Bircham

NORFLINC_01_16.jpg Sep-80
Roger Wagg, owner, with stock and 
sweeps on ground Norfolk: Great Bircham

NORFLINC_01_17.jpg Sep-80
unidentified red brick building (pumping 
station?) unknown   

NORFLINC_01_18.jpg Sep-80
unidentified red brick building (pumping 
station?) unknown   

NORFLINC_01_19.jpg Sep-80
unidentified red brick building (pumping 
station?) unknown   

NORFLINC_01_20.jpg Sep-80 reconstructed smock windpump in w/o

Suffolk: Stowmarket, Abbots Hall 
Museum of East Anglian Life, 
windpump from East Bridge



NORFLINC_02_01.jpg Sep-80

tower mill under restoration: new 
cap/windshaft/brakewheel assembly on 
ground ready for fitting, though cap 
boards not on yet Wicklewood, Norfolk?

NORFLINC_02_02.jpg Sep-80

tower mill under restoration: new 
cap/windshaft/brakewheel assembly on 
ground ready for fitting, though cap 
boards not on yet Wicklewood, Norfolk?

NORFLINC_02_03.jpg Sep-80

tower mill under restoration: new 
cap/windshaft/brakewheel assembly on 
ground ready for fitting, though cap 
boards not on yet Wicklewood, Norfolk?

NORFLINC_02_04.jpg Sep-80
preserved eight-sailed tower mill with sail 
frames Lincs: Heckington

NORFLINC_02_05.jpg Sep-80
preserved eight-sailed tower mill with sail 
frames Lincs: Heckington

NORFLINC_02_06.jpg Sep-77
interior of post mill roundhouse showing 
trestle unknown

NORFLINC_02_07.jpg Sep-77
interior of windmill showing underside of 
bedstone and tentering gear unknown   

NORFLINC_02_08.jpg Sep-77
interior of watermill showing upright 
shaft, great spur wheel and stones unknown

NORFLINC_02_09.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing belt-driven 
grindstone unknown   

NORFLINC_02_10.jpg Sep-77
interior of post mill showing main post 
and stones on hurst frame Derbyshire: Dale Abbey   

NORFLINC_02_11.jpg ? floor of something or other unknown   

NORFLINC_02_12.jpg Sep-77
interior of watermill showing upright 
shaft and crown(?) wheel unknown   



NORFLINC_02_13.jpg Jun-83
interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, great spur wheel and stone nut unknown   

NORFLINC_02_14.jpg Jun-83
interior of watermill showing various 
machines unknown   

NORFLINC_02_15.jpg Jun-83
interior of watermill showing detail of 
framing unknown   

NORFLINC_02_16.jpg Jun-83
half-timbering in wall of unidentified 
building unknown   

NORFLINC_02_17.jpg Jun-83
half-timbering in wall of unidentified 
building unknown   

NORFLINC_02_18.jpg Jun-83
half-timbering in wall of unidentified 
building unknown   

PUZZLES_01_07.jpg Feb-86 restored post mill with sails Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill
PUZZLES_01_08.jpg Feb-86 restored post mill with sails Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill
PUZZLES_01_09.jpg Feb-86 interior of watermill showing wheel unknown

PUZZLES_01_10.jpg Feb-86

interior of watermill showing iron 
penstock with makers' name and date: 
"WEEKS & CO MAIDSTONE 1887" unknown  as above

PUZZLES_01_11.jpg Feb-86 interior of watermill showing hurst frame unknown   
PUZZLES_01_12.jpg Feb-86 aerial ropeway unknown No mill relevance

PUZZLES_01_13.jpg Feb-86 modern wind engine(s)
unknown (Morse Collection, 
Repps, Norfolk?)   

PUZZLES_01_14.jpg Feb-86 modern wind engine(s)
unknown (Morse Collection, 
Repps, Norfolk?)   

PUZZLES_01_15.jpg Feb-86 modern wind engine(s)
unknown (Morse Collection, 
Repps, Norfolk?)

PUZZLES_01_16.jpg Feb-86 modern wind engine(s)
unknown (Morse Collection, 
Repps, Norfolk?)   

PUZZLES_01_17.jpg Feb-86 modern wind engine(s)
unknown (Morse Collection, 
Repps, Norfolk?)   



PUZZLES_01_18.jpg Feb-86
brick/stone industrial building bearing 
sign "HISTORY OF CONCRETE"

Sussex: Amberley, Chalkpits 
Museum No mill relevance

PUZZLES_01_19.jpg Feb-86 US-type wind engine
Sussex: Amberley, Chalkpits 
Museum   

PUZZLES_01_20.jpg Feb-86 pair of abandoned millstones unknown   

SCOTLAN_01_01.jpg Aug-80

unidentified building on farm with 
octagonal brick structure (horse mill?) 
built on Scotland   

SCOTLAN_01_02.jpg Aug-80

unidentified building on farm with 
octagonal brick structure (horse mill?) 
built on Scotland   

SCOTLAN_01_03.jpg Aug-80 interior of barn(?) showing roof framing Scotland   
SCOTLAN_01_04.jpg Aug-80 castellated shell of tower mill Scotland   
SCOTLAN_01_05.jpg Aug-80 watermill building by pond unknown   

SCOTLAN_01_06.jpg Aug-80

farmyard with historic wagon and 
machine and large brick building in 
background unknown   

SCOTLAN_01_07.jpg Aug-80
iron gearwheels leaning against building 
seen in previous image unknown   

SCOTLAN_01_08.jpg Aug-80
unidentified iron apparatus in yard of 
building seen in previous image unknown

SCOTLAN_01_09.jpg Aug-80
part of exterior of watermill building with 
wheel unknown

SCOTLAN_01_10.jpg Aug-80
interior of watermill building showing 
stone crane unknown   

SCOTLAN_01_11.jpg Aug-80 derelict watermill building with wheel Sussex: Sheffield Mill

SCOTLAN_01_12.jpg Aug-80 derelict watermill building with wheel Sussex: Sheffield Mill
SCOTLAN_01_13.jpg Aug-80 Pooh Bridge Sussex: Hartfield No mill relevance



SCOTLAN_01_14.jpg Aug-80
part of exterior of watermill building with 
wheel unknown   

SCOTLAN_01_15.jpg 1978

post mill under repair, with much 
boarding removed and canvas sheeting 
over upper part of buck; steel supporting 
frame in foreground awaiting erection

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

SCOTLAN_01_16.jpg 1978 detail of exposed framing
Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

SCOTLAN_01_17.jpg Aug-80 model of post mill unknown

SCOTLAN_01_18.jpg Aug-80
stocks on ground awaiting fitting, seen 
from above Sussex: West Blatchington   

SCOTLAN_01_19.jpg Aug-80
stocks on ground awaiting fitting, seen 
from above Sussex: West Blatchington   

SCOTLAN_01_20.jpg Aug-80 exterior of watermill building with wheel unknown

SHETLAN_01_01.jpg Sep-85 exterior of preserved Norse watermill
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SHETLAN_01_02.jpg Sep-85 horizontal wheel
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SHETLAN_01_03.jpg Sep-85 horizontal wheel
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SHETLAN_01_04.jpg Sep-85 hopper and millstone
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill

SHETLAN_01_05.jpg Sep-85 exterior of preserved Norse watermill
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SHETLAN_01_06.jpg Sep-85 exterior of preserved Norse watermill
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SHETLAN_01_07.jpg Sep-85 exterior of preserved Norse watermill
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SHETLAN_01_08.jpg Sep-85 landscape scene
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill No mill relevance



SHETLAN_01_09.jpg Sep-85 exterior of preserved Norse watermill
Scotland: Orkney, Dounby, Click 
Mill   

SUSSEXMI_01_01.jpg 1983 storm-damaged sweep Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill   

SUSSEXMI_01_02.jpg 1983 storm-damaged sweep Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill   
SUSSEXMI_01_03.jpg ? roller mill and spout Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   

SUSSEXMI_01_04.jpg ? interior of watermill showing sack scales Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   

SUSSEXMI_01_05.jpg ? interior of watermill showing sack scales Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   
SUSSEXMI_01_06.jpg ? Blackstone engine Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   

SUSSEXMI_01_07.jpg ? stone tun and hopper and stone crane Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   

SUSSEXMI_01_08.jpg ? stone tun and hopper and stone crane Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   
SUSSEXMI_01_09.jpg ? old advert for mill Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood

SUSSEXMI_01_10.jpg ? Exterior of preserved watermill building Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   
SUSSEXMI_01_11.jpg ? skeleton of waterwheel Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   

SUSSEXMI_01_12.jpg ?
pit wheel, wallower, upright shaft and 
hurst frame

Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood 
(rotate 180) upside-down

SUSSEXMI_01_13.jpg ? mill race underneath mill Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   
SUSSEXMI_01_14.jpg ? mill race underneath mill Sussex: Brewhurst, Loxwood   

SUSSEXMI_01_15.jpg ?

interior of watermill showing electric 
equipment, including dynamo with belt 
drive Sussex: Burton   

SUSSEXMI_01_16.jpg ?

interior of watermill showing structural 
timberwork with supporting brick 
buttress unknown   

SUSSEXMI_01_17.jpg ? mill pond Sussex: Burton   
SUSSEXMI_01_18.jpg ? waterwheel Sussex: Burton   
SUSSEXMI_01_19.jpg ? restored post mill with sails Sussex: Nutley



SUSSEXMI_01_20.jpg ? restored post mill with sails Sussex: Nutley

SUSSEXMI_02_01.jpg ?
preserved watermill building with US-
type windpump Surrey: Haxted   

SUSSEXMI_02_02.jpg ?
exterior view of preserved watermill 
building Surrey: Haxted   

SUSSEXMI_02_03.jpg ? timbers formerly used to prop mill Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

SUSSEXMI_02_04.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing millwright 
making up new stone furniture unknown   

SUSSEXMI_02_05.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing two pairs of 
stones, one with new furniture unknown   

SUSSEXMI_02_06.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing pair of 
stones with new furniture unknown   

SUSSEXMI_02_07.jpg ?

part of exterior of watermill showing 
overshot wheel with cast-iron columns 
supporting launder unknown

SUSSEXMI_02_08.jpg ?

part of exterior of watermill showing 
overshot wheel with cast-iron columns 
supporting launder unknown

SUSSEXMI_02_09.jpg ? cast iron gallery support Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill
picture to be rotated 90 degrees 
anticlockwise

SUSSEXMI_02_10.jpg ?
lovely old wooden gearwheel leaning 
against unidentified building unknown

SUSSEXMI_02_11.jpg Jun-83
part of exterior of watermll building 
showing wheel Sussex: Michelham Priory   

SUSSEXMI_02_12.jpg ?

Part of exterior of watermll building 
showing wheel. Inscription on sluice 
gates: "John Upfield & Sons Catsfield 
1890 Battle" Sussex: Michelham Priory

SUSSEXMI_02_13.jpg 1983 storm-damaged sweep Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill   



SUSSEXMI_02_14.jpg ?

detail of cast-iron gallery support with 
roundhouse of Duncton post mill in 
background Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill   

SUSSEXMI_02_15.jpg ?

detail of cast-iron gallery support with 
roundhouse of Duncton post mill in 
background Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill   

SUSSEXMI_02_16.jpg ?

interior of watermill showing upright 
shaft, crown wheel, stones and other 
gearing unknown   

SUSSEXMI_02_17.jpg ?
post mill scaffolded for repair; volunteers 
on roof

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

SUSSEXMI_02_18.jpg 1983

Volunteers on roof of mill during repairs. 
visible are John Pelling and Peter 
Casebow

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

SUSSEXMI_02_19.jpg 1983

Volunteers on roof of mill during repairs: 
visible are Bob Potts, Peter Casebow, 
Roger Ashton and Ron Hurd

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

visible are Bob Potts, Peter Casebow, 
Roger Ashton and Ron Hurd

SUSSEXMI_02_20.jpg Jun-83
interior of watermill showing millstone 
and stone crane unknown   

TOWERS_01_01.jpg ? tower mill no cap     Anglesey?

TOWERS_01_02.jpg ?
house-converted capless tower of tower 
mill Anglesey

TOWERS_01_03.jpg ? capless tower of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_04.jpg ? capless tower of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_05.jpg Sep-83 capless tower of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_06.jpg Sep-83 stump of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_07.jpg Sep-83 stump of tower mill Anglesey

TOWERS_01_08.jpg Sep-83

derelict tower mill with cap frame; 
capless tower of another tower mill in 
distance Anglesey

TOWERS_01_09.jpg Sep-83
derelict tower mill with cap frame (seen 
in previous image) Anglesey



TOWERS_01_10.jpg Sep-83 derelict capless tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_11.jpg Sep-83 stump of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_12.jpg Sep-83 ruined stump of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_13.jpg Sep-83 capless tower of tower mill Anglesey
TOWERS_01_14.jpg Sep-83 capless tower of tower mill Anglesey

TOWERS_01_15.jpg Sep-83 capless shell of small stone tower mill Cornwall?
TRESTLE_01_01.jpg Dec-85 derelict post mill without sails Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_02.jpg Dec-85
close-up of trestle, sheers and underside 
of buck of derelict post mill Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_03.jpg Dec-85

interior of roundhouse of derelict post 
mill showing horns of main post, 
crosstrees, quarterbar and piers, also pair 
of stone nuts(?) and spider of iron striking 
wheel leaning against wall Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_04.jpg Dec-85 interior of roundhouse showing trestle Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_05.jpg Dec-85 interior of roundhouse showing trestle Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_06.jpg Dec-85

ooking up from inside roundhouse, 
showing main post, quarterbars and 
sheers Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_07.jpg Dec-85 interior of roundhouse showing trestle Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_08.jpg Dec-85 interior of roundhouse showing trestle Surrey: Lowfield Heath

TRESTLE_01_09.jpg Dec-85 interior of roundhouse showing trestle Surrey: Lowfield Heath

VARIOUS_01_01.jpg May-80
stained glass window in church showing 
watermill Essex: Thaxted



VARIOUS_01_02.jpg May-80
close-up of watermill in stained glass 
window in church Essex: Thaxted

VARIOUS_01_03.jpg May-80 watermill and steam mill with chimney
Cambs: Guilden Morden, Hook's 
Mill

VARIOUS_01_04.jpg May-80 pair of US-type wind engines unknown   
VARIOUS_01_05.jpg Sep-65 treadmill crane Harwich or Guildford?   
VARIOUS_01_06.jpg Sep-65 derelict post mill with one sail Oxon: Chinnor
VARIOUS_01_07.jpg Sep-65 close-up of trestle Oxon: Chinnor

VARIOUS_01_08.jpg Sep-65
close-up of cap roof and sweep of 
preserved tower mill Sussex: Westham, Stone Cross

VARIOUS_01_09.jpg Sep-65 preserved tower mill with two sails Sussex: Westham, Stone Cross

VARIOUS_01_10.jpg Sep-65

unidentified apparatus, resembling large 
inclined spoked wheel, in wire compound 
adjacent to what appears to be orivate 
residence unknown

VARIOUS_01_11.jpg Sep-65 donkey wheel unknown   
VARIOUS_01_12.jpg Sep-65 donkey wheel unknown   

VARIOUS_01_13.jpg Sep-65
Wooden building containing donkey 
wheel. Roadsign "Beech Barns" is visible unknown

VARIOUS_01_14.jpg Sep-80 post mill carving on pew on church Somerset: Bishops Lydeard   

VARIOUS_01_15.jpg Jun-65 small wooden building with waterwheel unknown   

VARIOUS_01_16.jpg Sep-80
post mill carving on boss in vaulted roof 
at cathedral Norfolk: Norwich

VARIOUS_01_17.jpg Sep-80
interior of preserved industrial building 
showing beam engine with governor unknown   

VARIOUS_01_18.jpg Sep-80

interior of preserved industrial building 
showing flywheel and piston of steam 
engine unknown   



VARIOUS_01_19.jpg Sep-80
interior of preserved industrial building 
showing unidentified apparatus unknown slide seems to be missing from folder

WATERMI_01_01.jpg ?
interior of unidentified building showing 
set of wooden rollers unknown   

WATERMI_01_02.jpg ?

exterior of watermill(?) building with 
what appears to be ventilator cowling on 
roof unknown   

WATERMI_01_03.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing two pairs of 
stones unknown   

WATERMI_01_04.jpg ? mill leat? unknown   

WATERMI_01_05.jpg ?

interior of undentified watermill showing 
pit wheel, wallower, upright shaft and 
great spur wheel unknown   

WATERMI_01_06.jpg ?

interior of watermill shown in previous 
image, showing further great spur wheel 
and stone nut unknown   

WATERMI_01_07.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing pair of 
stones and sack hoist unknown   

WATERMI_01_08.jpg ? interior of watermill showing kiln Scotland: Aberdeen, Alford   
WATERMI_01_09.jpg ? interior of watermill showing kiln Scotland: Aberdeen, Alford   

WATERMI_01_10.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing various 
gears and shafts with belt drives Scotland: Aberdeen, Alford   

WATERMI_01_11.jpg ?
stone floor of watermill showing four 
pairs of stones Scotland: Aberdeen, Alford

WATERMI_01_12.jpg ?
exterior of large preserved watermill 
building Scotland: Aberdeen, Alford   

WATERMI_01_13.jpg ?

interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, upright shaft and great spur 
wheel unknown   

WATERMI_01_14.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing pair of 
stones and stone crane unknown   



WATERMI_01_15.jpg ?
exterior of large preserved watermill 
building unknown   

WATERMI_01_16.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing pair of 
stones unknown   

WATERMI_01_17.jpg ?
exterior of watermill building showing 
partly enclosed wheel unknown   

WATERMI_01_18.jpg ?
exterior of derelict watermill building 
showing skeleton of wheel unknown   

WATERMI_01_19.jpg ?
interior of watermill building showing two 
pairs of stones and stone crane unknown   

WATERMI_01_20.jpg ?
interior of watermill building showing two 
pairs of stones and stone crane unknown

WATERMI_02_01.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
apparatus unknown   

WATERMI_02_02.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
apparatus unknown   

WATERMI_02_03.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing flour 
flowing into meal bin unknown   

WATERMI_02_04.jpg ?
interior of watermill showing various 
shafts and gears unknown   

WATERMI_02_05.jpg ?
exterior of watermill building used as 
hotel unknown   

WATERMI_02_06.jpg ? millstone on ground unknown   

WATERMI_02_07.jpg ?
exterior of preserved watermill building 
with wheel Scotland?   

WATERMI_02_08.jpg ?

interior of watermill showing pit wheel, 
wallower, upright shaft, great spur wheel, 
stone nut and other gearing unknown   

WATERMI_02_09.jpg Sep-83
exterior of stone watermill building with 
wheel unknown   



WATERMI_02_10.jpg Sep-83
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
gearing unknown   

WATERWH_01_01.jpg Aug-80
exterior of stone watermill building with 
wheel unknown

WATERWH_01_02.jpg Aug-80
exterior of timber and stone watemill(?) 
building, apparently under repair unknown   

WATERWH_01_03.jpg Aug-80 exterior of open barn-like building unknown   

WATERWH_01_04.jpg Aug-80
unidentified structure resembling 
watermill launder unknown   

WATERWH_01_05.jpg Aug-80
part of exterior of watermill building 
showing twin waterwheels unknown

WATERWH_01_06.jpg Aug-80 exterior of preserved watermill building unknown   

WATERWH_01_07.jpg Aug-80
buildings of museum of the woollen 
industry Wales

WATERWH_01_08.jpg Aug-80
exterior of watermill building showing 
wheel unknown

WATERWH_01_09.jpg Aug-80 same as machine_02_16
Durham: Killhope lead mining 
centre

WATERWH_01_10.jpg Aug-80 preserved standalone(?) waterwheel
Durham: Killhope lead mining 
centre?   

WATERWH_01_11.jpg Aug-80
pair of very large standalone waterwheels 
with launders

Durham; Killhope lead mining 
centre?   

WIND_01_01.jpg Nov-80

post mill sheathed in tarpaulin for repairs, 
with one pair of sails and windshaft on 
ground in foreground Essex: Mountnessing

WIND_01_02.jpg Nov-80
tower mill under repair, with new cap and 
fan on ground in foreground Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_03.jpg Nov-80
temporary flat cap roof being removed by 
crane Norfolk: Wicklewood



WIND_01_04.jpg Nov-80
crane removing from or fitting to mill 
unidentified shaft and gearwheel Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_05.jpg Nov-80
new cap and fan on ground viewed from 
above Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_06.jpg Nov-80
new cap and fan on lorry, being delivered 
to site Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_07.jpg Nov-80 cap being lifted into place by crane Norfolk: Wicklewood
WIND_01_08.jpg Nov-80 cap being lifted into place by crane Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_09.jpg Nov-80
restored tower mill with cap and fantail 
no sails yet (cap just lifted into place) Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_10.jpg Nov-80 cap being lifted into place by crane Norfolk: Wicklewood
WIND_01_11.jpg Nov-80 cap being lifted into place by crane Norfolk: Wicklewood
WIND_01_12.jpg Nov-80 cap being lifted into place by crane Norfolk: Wicklewood

WIND_01_13.jpg Aug-80 derelict shell of small stone tower mill Cornwall?

WIND_01_14.jpg Jul-80 post mill with stocks, scaffolded for repair Sussex: Clayton, "Jack" tower mill

WIND_01_15.jpg Aug-80

sweepless post mill partly sheeted for 
repair with boarding removed from lower 
buck

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

WIND_01_16.jpg Aug-80
detail of exposed framing showing 
crowntree and new side girt

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

WIND_01_17.jpg Jul-80 new steps and tailpole Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill

WIND_01_18.jpg Jul-80 new steps and tailpole Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill

WIND_01_19.jpg Jul-80 windshaft and auxiliary/sack hoist drive Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WIND_01_20.jpg May-83

view looking out onto fanstage of smock 
or tower mill, showing skeletonised fan 
and winding gear unknown   



WIND_02_01.jpg Jan-80

interior of poorly rebuilt post mill buck 
showing main post, crowntree, RSJs and 
detail of framing

Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
mill

WIND_02_02.jpg Jan-80

interior of poorly rebuilt post mill buck 
showing main post, crowntree, RSJs and 
detail of framing

Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
mill

WIND_02_03.jpg Jan-80

preserved smock mill showing damage to 
sails and boarding caused by lightning 
strike

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill

WIND_02_04.jpg Jan-80

preserved smock mill showing damage to 
sails and boarding caused by lightning 
strike

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill

WIND_02_05.jpg Jan-80

preserved smock mill showing damage to 
sails and boarding caused by lightning 
strike

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill

WIND_02_06.jpg Jan-80

preserved smock mill showing damage to 
sails and boarding caused by lightning 
strike

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill

WIND_02_07.jpg Jan-80
watermill building under repair, with 
derelict wheel visible through framing unknown

WIND_02_08.jpg Jan-80
watermill building under repair, with 
derelict wheel visible through framing unknown

WIND_02_09.jpg Jan-80
main post of post mill (or wooden 
waterwheel axle) amid undergrowth unknown

WIND_02_10.jpg Jan-80
surviving trestle of post mill with lower 
roundhouse walling Norfolk: Tottenhill

WIND_02_11.jpg Jan-80
crowntree and samson head of post mill 
on ground Norfolk: Tottenhill?



WIND_02_12.jpg Jan-80

crowntree and samson head of post mill 
on ground along with unidentified iron 
gearing (great spur wheel?) Norfolk: Tottenhill?

WIND_02_13.jpg Jan-80 surviving trestle of post mill Norfolk: Tottenhill?

WIND_02_14.jpg Jan-80
derelict tower mill with cap frame and 
cap gallery Norfolk: East Runton

WIND_02_15.jpg Jan-80
derelict tower mill with cap frame and 
cap gallery Norfolk: East Runton

WIND_02_16.jpg Jan-80
Inscription on main post recording 
rebuilding of mill in 1852 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill records rebuilding of mill in 1852

WIND_02_17.jpg Jan-80
Inscription on main post recording 
rebuilding of mill in 1852 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill records rebuilding of mill in 1853

WIND_02_18.jpg Jan-80
house-converted tower mill with dummy 
sails Hampshire: Chalton

WIND_02_19.jpg Jan-80
house-converted tower mill with dummy 
sails Hampshire: Chalton

WIND_02_20.jpg Jan-80 derelict smock mill with three sails Sussex: Bolney

WIND_03_01.jpg Jan-80 house-converted tower mill with sails Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WIND_03_02.jpg Jan-80 house-converted tower mill with sails Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WIND_03_03.jpg Jan-80 house-converted tower mill with sails Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill

WIND_03_04.jpg Nov-80
sunset view of restored post mill with 
sails Bucks: Brill

WIND_03_05.jpg Nov-80
sweepless post mill propped for repair 
with steel frames 

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

WIND_03_06.jpg Nov-80
sweepless post mill propped for repair 
with steel frames 

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington

WIND_03_07.jpg Nov-80
sweepless post mill propped for repair 
with steel frames 

Sussex: Durrington, High 
Salvington



WIND_03_08.jpg Nov-80
sunset view of restored post mill with 
sails Bucks: Brill

WIND_03_09.jpg Nov-80 house-converted tower of tower mill Cheshire: Neston

WIND_03_10.jpg Nov-80 restored tower mill with damaged sails Merseyside: Bidston

WIND_03_11.jpg Nov-80 derelict tower mill with cap and cross Lancashire: Staining

WIND_03_12.jpg Nov-80
derelict tower mill with cap (cross not 
visible from this angle) Lancashire: Staining

WIND_03_13.jpg Nov-80 restored tower mill with sails Lancashire: Lytham

WIND_03_14.jpg Nov-80 surviving trestle and millstone of post mill Lancashire: Warton

WIND_03_15.jpg Sep-85
restored post mill in w/o and restored 
tower mill with sails Sussex: Clayton, Jack and Jill mills   

WIND_03_16.jpg Sep-85
restored post mill in w/o and restored 
tower mill with sails Sussex: Clayton, Jack and Jill mills   

WIND_03_17.jpg May-80
James Waterfield in doorway of buck of 
restored post mill

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke 
Prior, Avoncroft Museum of 
Buildings

WIND_03_18.jpg May-80
James Waterfield with decayed main post 
of former post mill unknown

WIND_03_19.jpg May-80 Bamfords grinder in back of van unknown   

WIND_03_20.jpg Sep-85
externally restored tower mill with sails, 
scaffolded for repair Sussex: Boxgrove, Halnaker

WIND_04_01.jpg May-80
house-converted smock mill with two 
sails Sussex: West Chiltington

WIND_04_02.jpg May-80
on fanstage of house-converted smock 
mill, showing drive from fan to curb Sussex: West Chiltington

WIND_04_03.jpg May-80
detail of fan spindle and star, fanstage 
and winding gear Sussex: West Chiltington



WIND_04_04.jpg May-80
detail of fan spindle and star, fanstage 
and winding gear Sussex: West Chiltington

WIND_04_05.jpg May-80
view of dust floor showing cap frame and 
curb plus part of structural framing Sussex: West Chiltington   

WIND_04_06.jpg May-80

view of dust floor showing cap frame, 
curb and roller plus part of structural 
framing Sussex: West Chiltington   

WIND_04_07.jpg May-80
interior of cap showing fanstage timbers 
and winding gear Sussex: West Chiltington   

WIND_04_08.jpg May-80
interior of cap showing roof framing and 
windshaft with brakewheel mounting Sussex: West Chiltington   

WIND_04_09.jpg May-80
smock mill under repair: view from top of 
scaffolding showing cap, cross and fantail Sussex: West Blatchington

WIND_04_10.jpg May-80

smock mill under repair: view from top of 
scaffolding showing fan sheers, cap frame 
and winding gear Sussex: West Blatchington

WIND_04_11.jpg May-80

smock mill under repair: view from top of 
scaffolding showing fan sheers, cap frame 
and winding gear Sussex: West Blatchington

WIND_04_12.jpg May-80
painting showing windmill as small 
feature

Wiltshire(?): Broadchalke, church 
of All Saints

WIND_04_13.jpg May-80 archaeological dig unknown   
WIND_04_14.jpg May-80 archaeological dig unknown   
WIND_04_15.jpg May-80 archaeological dig unknown   
WIND_04_16.jpg May-80 archaeological dig unknown   

WIND_04_17.jpg May-80 exterior of preserved watermill building unknown   
WIND_04_18.jpg May-80 weir unknown

WIND_05_01.jpg Jun-80
preserved (though looking a little 
windswept) post mill with stocks Greater London: Keston



WIND_05_02.jpg Jun-80
preserved (though looking a little 
windswept) post mill with stocks Greater London: Keston

WIND_05_03.jpg Jun-80
preserved (though looking a little 
windswept) post mill with stocks Greater London: Keston

WIND_05_04.jpg Jun-80 restored post mill with sails Sussex: Nutley
WIND_05_05.jpg Jun-80 restored post mill with sails Sussex: Nutley
WIND_05_06.jpg Jun-80 restored post mill with sails Sussex: Nutley
WIND_05_07.jpg Jun-80 restored post mill with sails Sussex: Nutley

WIND_05_08.jpg Jun-80
interior of watermill showing two pairs of 
stones with stone crane unknown

WIND_05_09.jpg Jun-80
interior of watermill showing two pairs of 
stones with stone crane unknown   

WIND_05_10.jpg Jun-80
interior of watermill showing hurst frame, 
iron bridge tree and pulley unknown   

WIND_05_11.jpg Jun-80
stone floor of watermill showing pair of 
stones on hurst frame unknown   

WIND_05_12.jpg Jun-80
interior of watermill showing unidentified 
machine and associated gearing unknown   

WIND_05_13.jpg Jun-80 unidentified apparatus on ground unknown   
WIND_05_14.jpg Jun-80 unidentified apparatus unknown   

WIND_05_15.jpg Jun-80 unidentified apparatus unknown
same apparatus as in previous image, 
but different exposure (darker)

WIND_05_16.jpg Jun-80
Tower of smock mill, mostly dismantled, 
with scaffolding Kent: Woodchurch, Lower Mill   

WIND_05_17.jpg Jun-80 windshaft and brakewheel on ground Kent: Woodchurch, Lower Mill   

WIND_05_18.jpg Jun-80
large white weatherboarded watermill 
building with wheel, scaffolded for repairs unknown, prob.SE



WIND_05_19.jpg Jun-80
large white weatherboarded watermill 
building with wheel, scaffolded for repairs unknown, prob.SE

WIND_06_01.jpg Oct-85 preserved tower mill with no sails Sussex: Barnham
WIND_06_02.jpg Oct-85 preserved tower mill with no sails Sussex: Barnham

WIND_06_03.jpg Oct-85
preserved post mill scaffolded for repair, 
with stocks and rooftop fantail Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill

WIND_06_04.jpg Oct-85 preserved smock mill with sails Sussex: Shipley
WIND_06_05.jpg Oct-85 preserved smock mill with sails Sussex: Shipley
WIND_06_06.jpg Oct-85 preserved smock mill with sails Sussex: Shipley

WIND_06_07.jpg Oct-85

dresser with inscription and iron vertical 
shaft with clutch, which may be part of 
engine drive, in front of it. Inscription 
reads, "Dress me well and keep me clean, 
the work I do will soon be seen. For I am 
like the ladies fair, I love to dress I do 
declare" Bardwell, Suffolk?

Inscription reads, "Dress me well and 
keep me clean, the work I do will soon 
be seen. For I am like the ladies fair, I 
love to dress I do declare"

WIND_06_08.jpg Oct-85 brakewheel and wallower Bardwell, Suffolk?   
WIND_06_09.jpg Oct-85 timber for use in mill repairs unknown   

WIND_06_10.jpg Oct-85
interior of post mill showing side girt and 
decayed crowntree Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill

WIND_06_11.jpg Oct-85 main post and crowntree Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
WIND_06_12.jpg Oct-85 timbers for new buck on ground Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
WIND_06_13.jpg Oct-85 modern wind engine Howden
WIND_06_14.jpg Oct-85 modern wind engine Howden
WIND_06_15.jpg Oct-85 modern wind engine Howden

WIND_07_01.jpg May-80
James Waterfield turning winch on 
tailpole to wind preserved post mill

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke 
Prior, Avoncroft Museum of 
Buildings



WIND_07_02.jpg May-80
James Waterfield turning winch on 
tailpole to wind preserved post mill

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke 
Prior, Avoncroft Museum of 
Buildings

WIND_07_03.jpg May-80 reconstructed smock windpump in w/o

Suffolk: Stowmarket, Abbots Hall 
Museum of East Anglian Life, 
windpump from East Bridge

WIND_07_04.jpg May-80
preserved smock mill with two sweeps, 
scaffolded for repair after lightning strike

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill

WIND_07_05.jpg May-80
preserved smock mill with two sweeps, 
scaffolded for repair after lightning strike

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill

WIND_07_06.jpg May-80
man, possibly Archie Dallaway, working 
on repairs to fabric of mill

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill   

WIND_07_07.jpg May-80
man, possibly Archie Dallaway, working 
on repairs to fabric of mill

Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town, Blackdown Mill, smock mill   

WIND_07_08.jpg May-80 trestle of post mill Surrey: Lowfield Heath
WIND_07_09.jpg May-80 trestle of post mill Surrey: Lowfield Heath
WIND_07_10.jpg May-80 tower mill in w/o, with two sails Cambs: Over

WIND_07_11.jpg May-80 close-up of sails of restored tower mill Cambs: Over
WIND_07_12.jpg May-80 preserved smock mill with sails Cambs: Fulbourn

WIND_07_13.jpg May-80 restored tower mill in w/o, with two sails Cambs: Soham, Downfield Mill

WIND_07_14.jpg May-80 restored tower mill in w/o, with two sails Cambs: Soham, Downfield Mill

WIND_07_15.jpg May-80
interior of smock mill showing detail of 
framing and winch for raising stones Cambs: Fulbourn   



WIND_07_16.jpg May-80
stone floor of smock mill showing two 
pairs of stones Cambs: Fulbourn   

WIND_07_17.jpg May-80

dust floor of smock mill showing detail of 
framing with timbers built out from it (for 
what reason?), also wallower Cambs: Impington   

WIND_07_18.jpg May-80
partly reconstructed buck of post mill, 
with roof and sails removed Cambs: Great Gransden

WIND_07_19.jpg May-80 ancient and decayed timber on ground unknown

WIND_07_20.jpg May-80 derelict capless tower mill
Cambs: Guilden Morden, Hook's 
Mill
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